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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon and thank you Directors and SupervisorsWhen the Mayor announced the tenderloin emergency ordinance almost 100 TL organizations and individuals came together together to form a coalition deeply concerned with ensuring that any resources mobilized under the emergency ordinance address long standing inequities and root causes in this neighborhood and ensuring that  increased criminalization did not occur



LESS OPEN-AIR DRUG USE

FEWER TENTS

SHORT-TERM TREATMENT

“POSITIVE INTERACTIONS”

SOCKS DISTRIBUTED

➔ Lack of clear, measurable goals
➔ More oriented towards visibility of 

the problems than addressing root 
causes

➔ Fail to prioritize our most vulnerable 
residents

➔ No focus on equity

The Department of Emergency Management (DEM) currently reports some 
goals and operational metrics, but they need improvement. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since this effort began, weekly DEM reports have been issued on operational metrics that focus on surface issues and the visibility of the problems such as fewer tents, socks distributed and positive interactions.  They also do not trace progress on equity issues.  These reports lack clear measurable goals.  We met with Mary Ellen Carroll to present replacement metrics and work together to put in place.



PRIORITY AREAS

Overdoses, Homelessness, 
Mental Health, Safe 
Passage, Waste

GOALS

One or two metrics to 
measure each priority area. 
Each should be baselined 
and have a clear, 
quantifiable goal.

OPERATIONS

Tracking what is done to 
directly affect the outcome 
metrics (capacity, referrals, 
utilization, etc)

OUR GOAL

Establish a new set of metrics oriented 
towards improving public health,
especially of our most vulnerable residents. 
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Presentation Notes
We are calling for DEM to replace the existing operational metrics with a new set of impact metrics from community that focus on improving public health.  There are clear priority areas of overdose, homelessness, mental health, safe passage and waste.  For each priority area there would be one or two metrics in each priority area that DEM would set a baseline and then clear quantifiable goals.  For each goal, the city would trace the outcome metrics that take place in the operations.  



Fatal overdoses per month (from X → Y)

PRIORITY AREA 1

Fatal & Non-Fatal 
Overdoses

This is an abbreviated set. For the full list, please use 
this link. 

Pop-up resources, serving XXX people per 
month

Overdose Prevention Sites and Safe 
Consumption Site is  opened, serving XXX 
people per month

Increased distribution of xxx narcan to 
community groups and to individuals 
through non-traditional means.  

Fatal overdoses by race, language and 
gender

Street-related 911 calls  per month (from X → Y)

GOAL METRICS

OPERATIONAL METRICS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some examples, one priority area is overdoses.  A goal would be established to reduce fatal overdoses by a set number.  The operational metric would be additional distribution of narcan, or additional overdose prevention sites.  The number of fatal overdoses should be traced by race, language and gender to see if progress is being made.  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1kJZHdZAEfMkVGt-si9F6o-_VH237M5XVR_qzFCe-NME/edit?usp=sharing


Homeless residents (from X → Y)

Additional shelter beds and housing 
created

Total Placements citywide and proportion 
of TL residents into shelter and housing

Turnaways from Linkage Center (upon 
request for housing)

PRIORITY AREA 2

Homelessness

This is an abbreviated set. For the full list, please use 
this link. 

GOAL METRICS

OPERATIONAL METRICS
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Presentation Notes
Another priority area is homelessness.  The city would establish a clear quantifiable goal for how much homelessness should be reduced by.  Then the operational metrics would change to reporting on how many additional beds and housing units are created.  This is key, because we are not making progress if we just round up existing resources and redistribute to TL.  We need to expand capacity.  We need to also track placements – this should transparently show what portion of city wide placements are out of TL efforts. Lastly, we need to track turnaways from the linkage center. This demonstrates unmet need.  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1kJZHdZAEfMkVGt-si9F6o-_VH237M5XVR_qzFCe-NME/edit?usp=sharing


Participation in health programs (from X → Y)

PRIORITY AREA 3

Behavioral & Mental 
Health

This is an abbreviated set. For the full list, please 
please use this link. 

Additional treatment slots and services 
created

Additional drop-in capacity

Placements into treatment (from Linkage 
Center and other CBO’s)

Utilization of Linkage Center resources 

Turnaways from Linkage Center (upon 
request for behavioral health treatment)

GOAL METRICS

OPERATIONAL METRICS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Priority area 3 is Behavioral Health.  The goal the city would establish is the new increased number of people participating in programs.  Then the operation metric is how many additional slots are created, and then how many placements into treatment and services. This is not just from linkage center but from CBO’s. Are we expanding access for community based providers who have existing relationship with unhoused community members.  And again track turnaways from the linkage center.  In sum, we would like to have a collaborative process to implement these mettics and carry out the plan.  This collaboration would include subject matter experts such as harm reduction practitioners, recovery experts, individuals with lived experience with homelessness, homeless service providers and others who know first hand exactly what it would take to address the root causes of the very real challenges we are facing in the TL.  We look forward to working with DEM to do just that.  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1kJZHdZAEfMkVGt-si9F6o-_VH237M5XVR_qzFCe-NME/edit?usp=sharing
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